
README_FIRST file for the EXCEL-encoded application 
Pool_Ind_Freq_SNP.xls (Acronym: PIFs)

The main mathematical derivations of Gautier et al. (2013) have been implemented in this user-friendly 

EXCEL-encoded application which includes various graphical and numerical outputs. Its aims is to allow NGS 

practitioners to assessing and comparing the precision in allele frequency estimation for both pool-based and  

(diploid) individual-based SNP data under various types of, sampling, mean coverage and experimental error  

designs. The application is composed of six working sheets which are described below.

I Description of the working sheets

I.1 Sheet 1: « GENERAL FIGURES AND TABLES »

This is the main sheet of Pool_Ind_Freq_SNP.xls.

The upper part  of the sheet,  allows NGS practitioners to assess and compare the accuracy of allele 

frequency  estimation  (i.e.  SD  given  for  different  allele  frequency  values)  expected  from  various  types  of 

sequencing analyses (individual-based or pool-based analyses), sampling, mean coverage and experimental error 

designs. The names of the different parameter values are explicit and such values can be changed easily in the  

sheet. The red colour refers to results for a pooling design (taking into account experimental errors = full line or  

without experimental error = dotted line). The green colour refers to results for a diploid individual based design 

and the yellow colour refers to results for a haploid individual based design. The upper right part of the sheet 

also provides different quantities and relationships regarding the experimental error assumed i.e. proportions of 

individual densities in the pool and translation of experimental errors into the intuitive notion of “effective pool 

size”.

In the lower part of the sheet, we provide the ratio (ρ) of allele frequency standard deviation (SD) for  

the different sequencing designs including experimental error.  Note that this ratio is independent from allele 

frequency values. The parameters values are those given in the upper part of the sheet.

Finally, in the bottom part of the sheet, we offer the possibility to optimize one of 4 key parameters to  

obtain a ratio ρ=1 including experimental error in the case of a (diploid) individual-based and a (diploid) pool-

based experimental  designs. In each column, you can change one or several  of the 3 parameters  in bold to 

estimate the fourth one in italic. As we have here 4 parameters, we provide 4 columns each one corresponding to 

a different parameter to estimate (in italic). Note that the relationship between the effective diploid sample size 

in the pool, the number of diploid individuals with equal contributions in an idealized pool (i.e. the number of 

individuals that you actually put in your pool) and the experimental error is given in equation (6) of Gautier et al. 

(2013).

I.2 Sheet 2: « Effect of error rates » 

We here describe the effect of experimental error rates on the accuracy of allele frequency estimation 

(through the computation of  the ratio  SD with error  /  SD without error,  which does not  depends on allele 

frequency values) and this when fixing the values of the two other key parameters of a (diploid) pool-based 

design: the mean coverage of the total pool and the number of (diploid) individuals included in the pool (both 
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parameters can be changed by the user). Both numerical values and figures are provided as outputs. We also 

provide a figure which gives the relationship between the experimental error rate (parameter p of the Dirichlet  

error  function;  see  Gautier  et  al.  2013)  and the more  intuitive  notion of  effective  diploid sample size (i.e.  

effective pool size; see Gautier et al. 2013).

I.3 Sheet 3: « Effect of pool sample size »

We here provide the effect of the pool sample size (number of diploid individuals in the pool) on the  

accuracy of allele frequency estimation (through the computation of the ratio SD pool / SD (diploid) individual)  

and this when fixing the values of the four other key parameters: the individual mean coverage and sample size  

for the individual-based design and the total pool mean coverage and the experimental error for the pool-based  

design (all four parameters can be changed by the user). Both numerical values and figures are provided as 

outputs. The red colour refers to SD ratios for a pooling design taking into account experimental errors. The grey  

colour refers to SD ratios for a pooling design without experimental errors.

I.4 Sheet 4: « Effect of pool mean coverage »

We here  describe  the  effect  of  the  total  pool  mean  coverage  on  the  accuracy  of  allele  frequency 

estimation (through the computation of the ratio SD pool / SD (diploid) individual) and this when fixing the 

values of the four other key parameters: the individual mean coverage and sample size for the individual-based 

design and the number of diploid individuals included in the pool and the experimental error for the pool-based  

design (all four parameters can be changed by the user). Both numerical values and figures are provided as 

outputs. The red colour refers to SD ratios for a pooling design taking into account experimental errors. The grey  

colour refers to SD ratios for a pooling design without experimental errors.

I.5 Sheet 5: « Effect of individual mean coverage »
We here describe the effect of the mean coverage of each individual for a (diploid) individual-based 

design on the accuracy  of  allele  frequency estimation (through the computation of  the  ratio  SD pool  /  SD 

(diploid) individual) and this when fixing the values of the four other key parameters: the sample size for the  

individual-based design and the total mean coverage of the pool, the number of diploid individuals included in  

the pool and the experimental error for the pool-based design (all four parameters can be changed by the user).  

Both numerical  values and figures are provided as outputs. The red colour refers to SD ratios for a pooling 

design taking into account experimental errors. The grey colour refers to SD ratios for a pooling design without  

experimental errors.

I.6 Sheet 6: « Effect of the n(um)b(er) of ind(ividual) seq(uenced) »
We here describe the effect of the sample size for the (diploid) individual-based design on the accuracy 

of allele frequency estimation (through the computation of the ratio SD pool / SD (diploid) individual) and this  

when fixing the values of the four other key parameters: the mean coverage of each individual, the sample size  

for  the  (diploid)  individual-based  design  and  the  total  mean  coverage  of  the  pool,  the  number  of  diploid 

individuals included in the pool and the experimental error for the pool-based design (all four parameters can be 

changed by the user). Both numerical values and figures are provided as outputs. The red colour refers to SD 
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ratios for a pooling design taking into account experimental errors. The grey colour refers to SD ratios for a 

pooling design without experimental errors.

II Examples
Examples are provided in Figure 1 and 2 of Gautier et al. (2013).

III How to cite PIFs
Please cite the following reference: 

Gautier M, Foucaud J, Gharbi K, Cezard T, Galan M, Loiseau A, Thomson M, Pudlo P, Kerdelhué C and Estoup  
A  (2013).  Estimation  of  population  allele  frequencies  at  molecular  markers  produced  by  next  generation 
sequencing methods: pooled versus individual DNA samples. Molecular Ecology. submitted.
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